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Abstract: Nuclear Power Plant aseismic design becomes more and more important in China
due to the fact that China is a country where arthquakes occour frequently and most
of plants are unavoidably located in seismic regions. Therefore, Chinese nuclear
safety authority and organizations have worked out a series of regulations and codes
related to NPP aseismic design taking account of local conditions. 71c author
presents here an example of structural aseismic design of 90OMWe PWR NPP which
is comprised of 

- ground motion input, including the principles for ground otion determination

and time history generation.

- soil and upper-structure modelization, presenting modeling procedures and

typical models of safety related buildings such as Reactor Building, Nuclear

Auxiliary Building and Fuel Building.

- soil-structure interaction analysis.

- In-structure response analysis and floor response spectrum generation-

With this Example, the author intends to give an overview of Chinese practice in
NPP structure aseismic design such as the main procedures to be followed and he
codes and regulations to be respected.
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1, Introduction

'Me seismic analysis to be presented is for a 900 MWe NPP located in southern China-
'Me project of two units is now under construction and the first unit will be in operation in the
year of 2002. Ile purpose of the analysis is to provide th sucture seismic forces W
accelerations for detail seismic design of building structures and provide the floor respoasc
spectra and displacements for the equipment component design as well. All the safety rela"
buildings are located in bedrock area, same as for oher nuclear power plants in China. cco
for the Reactor building containment which is prestressed concrete structure, all other
buildings of Nuclear Island are reinforced concrete structures. s per the requirement of
Chinese Nuclear Safety Guide 11 and Code For Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Pant 21
the soil-structure interaction may not be considered as long as the shear wave velocity of the
soil is more than I 100m/s. For the project, however, we account for SSI effect in order to have
a better understanding of the structure response on rock and to compare with the results of a
reference plant which is on the same rock condition and the SS[ was taken account. For the
rock could be considered as linear elastic uniform halfspace and the structures have very weak
embedment into the bedrock, substructure approach is employed. The main procedure consists
of:

-Determination of ground motion input and generation of accelerograms
-Modclization of soil and calculation of soil impedance and scattering functions
-Modelization of structures and calculation of structure dynamic parameters
-Analysis of combined soil-structure system
-- Calculation of in-structure responses
-Calculation of floor response spectra

2, Determination of Ground Motion Input
The peak accelerations of safe shutdown earthquake(SSE) and operating basis

earthquake(OBE) of the site have been defined by site investigation: SSE--0.2g, OBE=O.lg.
For the rock site, the free-field ground motion can b directly input at foundation level since
there is o spacial variation from the free-field motion to the input motion. The key point is to
define te design response spectra and generate synthetic time histories.

2.1, Design Response Spectra
According to Chinese Nclear Safety Guide(IJ, there are two ways of slecting dsign

response spectra: (1) broadband standard site-independent design sectra defined in [II and 2)
site-specific design spectra. The third possibility acceptable by Chinese nuclear safety
authority is the site-independent design spectra of USNRC Regulatory Guide 160[3].
Although almost all sites develop their own site-specific spectra, none of those spectra is
actually used in design of the plants mainly due to the lack of experience and onfidence and
they are usual.ly used to prove the validity of the site-independent spectra selected. In this
analysis, the spectra of RG 160 is selected in order to be comparable with the results of the
reference plant. Fig.1 shows that the spectrum of RG 160 eveloping the site-specific
spectrum.
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21, Synthetic Acceleration 11me Histories
The generation of synthetic time histories is one of the most important steps in the scisaik

design bcause it has the most effect on the analysis results. In order to reduce the arnovat of
anal sis work, one single time history of three components( two horizontals and one ver"y
is required. The time histories are presented in Fig.2. Ile main characteristics of the time

histories are as follows:
-The total time duration is about 30 seconds(requirement of NRC SRP(41 is 10 to 25

seconds).
-The corresponding stationary phase strong motion duration is 10 seconds

(requirement of 41 is 6 to 15 seconds).
-11ey nvelop the target response spectra(Fig.3).
-11ey match the target power spectral density(PSD) function(Fig.4).[41
-nree components of the single time history are statistically independent, the

correlation factor is less than 03[51.
Satisfaction of PSD function is not the requirement of Chinese Guidell] and Code[21.

However, designers always take it as mandatory because the authority uses SRP[41 as review
principle of Safety Analysis Report.

3, Soil and Foundation Modeling

3.1, Soil Properties
-17he substructure approach allows one to separate SSI problem into a series of simpler

problems, solves each independently. 17herefore, the soil model and structure model can be
built separately. Actually, the soil model is rather simple due to the homogeneity and linear
C12SIiCity of the rock. It is recognized that the dynamic material behavior of rock is not affected
by the induced strain from the arthquake and soil-structure response. Nevertheless, two sets of
soil property data are taken in the analysis to account for the material uncertainties:

Setl: shear wave velocity: 1913m/s
material density of soil: 2625k gjM3

Poisson's ratio: 0.32
material damping ratio: 0.03

set2: shear wave velocity: 2215m/s
material density of soil: 2625kglm-'
Poisson's ratio: 0.32
material damping ratio: 0.03

Hence, two soil models are built accordingly for the analysis.

3.2, Foundation Modeling
-ne whole Nuclear Block consists of eight independent building structures with gaps in

between. In addition, the =bedment effect is relatively wak, so the foundations may be
considered as surface founded. The soil/foundation interfaces are divided into a number of
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subregions for determining the dynamic soil impedance matrices and incident wave scattering

matrices. Te subregions of foundation are rectangular for the convenience of numerical

integrations. Although the foundation of Reactor building is circular, but the small georneuk

details do not affect much the result accuracy(Fig.5).

4, Structure modeling

As described in Sction 1, the purpose of the analysis is to povide structure member

forces, accelerations rlative displacements and floor rsponse spectra for further analyses of

building structures and equipments. Stick model with lumped mass for structure is ite

sufficient to get reasonable results. Besides, the results are mor cmparable with that of the

reference plant for which the stick models were used.

4.1, Reactor Building Modeling

'Me Ractor Building is odeled as two sticks for that on the same foundation raft two

main structures are supported: Containment and Internal Structure. Containment is made of

prestressed concrete and Internal Structure made of reinforced concrete. Containment consists

of cylindrical wall and dome. he whole structure is axisymmetrical, so the node points(sami-e

as mass points) are set on the cylindrical wall along the vertical axis with same intervals. Tbe

Internal Structure consists of mainly the peripheral wall, reactor pit, and the radial shear walls

linking the pripheral wall and reactor pit which together form the chambers of main

equipment components. The structure is approximately symmetrical, the center of rigidity and

the nter of mass are found very closely at each floor level. The node points are set at main

floor levels. The model of Reactor Building is shown in Fig.6-

41, Fuel Building and Nuclear Auxiliary Building Modeling

The two buildings show rather significant eccentricity at all levels of the structures. he

torsional effect needs to be taken into account in the analysis. In addition, not all the main

floors c--vcr the whole dimension of Fuel Building structure. Multi-stick system is modeled to

account for the absence of some floors. The node points are set at the level of floors which are

considered rigid enough(enough thickness, without big openings, etc) 'Me models of the two
buildings are sown in Fig.7 and .

4.3, Mechanical Properties or Members and Masses

The mechanical properties of each member of model include:

-- cross section

----shear area

-moment of inertia

Ile masses include:
-mass

-mass incylia

The material damping ratios are taken as follows(21:

For SSE:
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-prestressed concrete: 5%

-reinforced concrete: 7%

For OBE:

-prestressed concrete: 3%

-reinforced concrete: 4%

5, Soil-structure Interaction Analysis

The SS[ analysis is performed by using computer code CLASSI a well known tool of

substructure method to solve SS[ problem in frequency domain. The analysis consists of

following steps:

5.1, Calculation of Green's functions

The Green's function is calculated to describe steady-state dynamic forceldisplacement

rela(ionships between sources and observer points located on the surface of a layered halfspace.

The calculation is performed at specified frequencies and at uniform intervals out to a specified

maximum distance from the source. For each frequency, a table of Green's function is

produced. The calculation requires the soil properties dfined in Section 3 frequencies, the

number of layers and the thickness of each layer. For the rock in this particular ase, two layers

is considered: from Om to 100m and from 100m to halfspace. Thirty frequencies of to 45 Hz

are chosen.

5.2, Calculation of Impedance and Scattering Functions

At a given frequency, the impedance and scattering functions are obtained through

integration of Green's functions over the subregion areas of the foundation defined in Section 3.

In this analysis, for each single igid foundation, the impedance matrices are of size 6x6 and

the scattering function are 0 with the three simultaneous ground motions. An example of the

frequency dependent impedances is shown in Fig.9.

53, Calculation of Structure Dynamic Data

The structure in this SSI response analysis is represented by the projections of their fixed-

base eigensystems to the reference points of their foundations where the impedance and

scattering functions have been defined. Therefore, calculations are performed for the three

building structure models which arc fixed at the level of basemat to obtain the model

frequencies and participation factors. For different model, the number of modes to be

calculated is not the same to account for the sufficient participating massps. As an example, the

total mode number of Reactor Building is thirty and the highest frequency raches 52Hz In

addition to that, the material damping ratios and the rigid-body mass matrix of foundation

should be taken into account in the analysis too.

5.4 Analysis of the Combined Soil-structu re System

The foundation input_motion, soil impedances and dynamic data of structure model

calculated in the prcvious steps are combined to solve the equations of motion for the coupled
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soil-structure system. The rsults of in-structurc responses are obtained: the acceleration time
histories at floor levels, the member forces and the relative displacements tc. With the
acceleration time histories, he floor response spectra are calculated(Fig.10). In order to gt
accurate spectra, 150 frequencies are calculated from 0.1 to 50 Hz. As required by the
equipment and piping designer, the equipment damping ratios of 2,4%,5%,7% and 10% are

considered in the calculation of spectra. Two sts of three direction floor response spectra are
developed for SSE and OBE respectively. Furthermore, spectra resulting from two different
soil properties are enveloped. To account for the uncertainties of structure modeling and
properties, the raw spectra are broadened by a factor of ±15% of the spectral frequency.

6, Discussion
Seismic design of Nuclear Power Plant plays more and more important role in China

and the sismic analysis of structure is the key step as its results ae not only the basis of the
judgement of structure safety itself but the basis of quipment component design and
qualification as well. The requirements of seismic design by Chinese Safety Authority are
much more restrict than a decade ago when the first NPP project was built in the mainland of
China. As consequence, the cost for the plant increases accordingly. How to ensure the safety
function of nuclear facilities bt not to create unnecessary conservatism is a greater challenge
to designers than ever. With some sophisticated methodologies and :Computerized tools such as
direct method with computer ode SASSI and substructure approach with CLASSI etc., the
analysis results are more accurate then ever before. Nevertheless, the problem is not really
solved because uncertainties of analysis still have to be considered by applying very important
factors. For example, as required by US SRP 41 which is taken as mandatory in Chinese
practical analysis, the best estimate soil properties should b divided and multiplied by a factor

of 2 to consider the lower bound and upper bound soil properties. Consequently, the floor
response spectra would be broadbanded and would induce unnecessary conservatism in
equipment design.
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